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THE LOCATION  OF  THE  ZEROS  OF THE

DERIVATIVES OF FABER POLYNOMIALS

J.  L.   ULLMAN

Abstract.    We prove a property of Faber polynomials which

supports a conjecture concerning the zeros of Faber polynomials.

1. Introduction. Let A' be a compact set consisting of more than one

point having a connected and simply connected complement, K. Let/(z)

be the schlicht function mapping K onto the exterior of the circle Sw=

{w:|w| = l}, normalized so that

(1) /(z) = z + a0 + a^z~x + ■■■ .

This normalization can always be achieved by changing units appropriately

in the z plane, and we assume that this is done.

The polynomial part of (f(z))n, Fn(z), is called the Faber polynomial of

degree n associated with K. There is a conjecture that for each n, n=\,

2, • • • , the zeros of F„(z) lie in H(K), the convex hull of K. I will show in

this paper that H(K) contains all the zeros of F'n(z), n=\, 2, ■ ■ ■.

2. Let

z = g(w) = vv + b0 + b^w'1 + • —

be the inverse function of w=f(z). This is a schlicht function mapping the

exterior of £„ onto K. Since g(w) is bounded in {w:l<\w\<.R}, R>1,

limr_1+ g(reie) exists for almost all 0, O^0^27r. Let g(6) be a function

defined as this limit, where it exists, and as a value lying in K for other

values of 6. Then, because of the schlichtness of g(w), all the values of

g(6) lie in K. Finally, using Lebesgue's theorem of bounded convergence,

we find that

i   r2"
—      g(6)e-inedd = bn,       n = 0, -!,-••,

= 0, n = 2, 3, • • • .
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3. Faber [1] showed that

(3)
g'(w)

uu

= 1 Fn(*)

g(w) — Z       n=0 Wn+1

and from this we easily obtain

(4)
F'Jtz)

giw) — z    ¿Zi zjw"

4. Our object now is to get another representation for F'niz) by regard-

ing igiw)—z)~l as the reciprocal of a power series, namely

(5)
1

giw) — z      w + (i>0 — z) + b_jw x + •

For a power series ^tpV*. it is readily found that if 2»=o ^,z"=

ŒSUVrMhen

(6)

dn -(-!)"

ct    c0    0

c2     c,     c0    0-

„B+l

We can apply (6) to (5) and use (4) to obtain

1        0

f;+i(z)
(7)

ZZ+ 1
(-1)"

b_x      b0- z    I      0

'-(n-l) bo- z

Thus we see that the zeros of the derivatives of Faber polynomials are of

the eigenvalues a type of matrix known as a Toeplitz matrix.

5. If (e„,<,) is an zzth order matrix and if A is an eigenvalue, then there is a

nondegenerate vector (xl5 • • • , xj such that

2e».Ä = ^xv>    p = i, ■ ■ ■ ,Z1.
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From this we obtain
n      n n

2 2 eí,.¥» = ¿ 2 w2-
Í> = 1 (3 = 1 J)=l

Now, in the case of (7), we have eVig=bq_v, if we understand that bx=l

and bn=0 for «=2, 3, ■ • • . Thus if z0 is a zero of Fñ+i(z) we find that there

is a nondegenerate vector (xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) such that

n     n n

2_, 2-,  bq-nXQXv ~ Z0¿ \XV\  •
D=la=l 2>=1

Using (2) this becomes

1    P"
T"       giß) Ixi + *2e~ie +■■■+ xne-i{n-1)6\2 dd
2tt Jo

= z0 ± {'"¡x, + x2e~ie +■■■ + x^-vof dd.
2tt Jo

This shows that z0 is a weighted arithmetic average of the values in the

essential range of g(6), and thus lies in the convex hull of the essential

range of g(6). We have already noted that the values of g(6) lie in K, and

thus the convex hull of the essential range of g(6) lies in the convex hull

of A, and our proof that z0, a zero of F'n+i(z), lies in the convex hull of A

is complete. The results of this paper now permit us to apply the results of

[2] to the zeros of the derivatives of Faber polynomials. In addition, the

methods of [2] can be applied to obtain results on the asymptotic distri-

bution of the Faber polynomials themselves.
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